
Considering the Idea of Place in Mississippi Literature: A High School Lesson Plan 

Write the following  quotations on the board: 
One place understood helps us understand all places better --Eudora Welty 
We are homesick most for the places we have never known--Carson McCullers. 
To understand the world, you must first understand a place like Mississippi -- William Faulkner 

Discussion: What is Place? 
Can you understand a place if you aren’t from that place?  
Can you ever really understand the place where you are from? 
Why? 
Have you ever heard the word: topophilia? (strong sense of place, love of place, connected to a cultural identity of a place.) 

In 10 minutes, describe in detail in your journal a place you know well. You can tell a story about the place or 
simply describe it as only you can. Aim for a vivid, lively depiction. 
Then, think and discuss: what background knowledge enriched your description? Could someone who didn’t know your 
place well write about it as vividly as you did? Why? 
What do you have to know to understand your place the way you do? 

Now, in 10 minutes in your journal: describe a small town in the Mississippi Delta, drawing on 
everything you know about the southern US. 
Let’s discuss what you know and what you think you know. How do you know these things? What went into your 
description? History? Food? Culture? First-hand experience? Stereotype? 
What and where is the Mississippi Delta? 

Let’s look at this short passage from Wolf Whistle by Lewis Nordan, a novel loosely based on the Emmitt Till 
murder. Nordan grew up in Itta Bena, a town in the Mississippi Delta. He was 16 when Emmitt Till was killed. 

Arrow Catcher began to fill up with strangers. 
 They seemed to be everywhere. They wore ties, some of them, in this heat...They stood on the curbside. They 
looked around them, right and left...They wiped their faces and necks with white handkerchiefs. They said, “Humid.” 
They looked at the retired farmers sitting on benches on the square, men in Big Smith overalls and wearing brogans on 
their feet. Men with sun-creased faces and a pack of Red Man stuck out of a back pocket...They noticed the Confederate 
soldier in front of the courthouse, with a hand up to his brow to shade the sun. Somebody said, “That old boy is facing 
south.” Somebody else said, “He’s planning his retreat.”...They went into the Arrow Cafe and looked at the menu. They 
whispered to one another, “Fried catfish.” They whispered, “Collard greens.” To the girl behind the counter, they said, 
“Do you have any grits?” This gave them a good laugh, too. They laughed their heads off about this joke. Grits! “How 
about selling us some grits, sweetcheeks,” They said. These boys never had such a good laugh. The girl said, “Just at 
breakfast.” She knew they were making fun of her, she just wasn’t sure what the joke was all about... 

What do we think of this? 

Now, let’s read some short passages from Rising Tide: The Great Mississippi Flood of 1927 and How it Changed 
America, by John Barry, including this one: 

It was like facing an angry dark ocean. The wind was fierce enough that that day it tore away roofs, smashed windows, 
and blew down the smokestack - 130 feet high and 54 inches in diameter - at the giant A. G. Wineman & Sons lumber 
mill, destroyed half of the 110-foot-high smokestack of the Chicago Mill and Lumber Company, and drove great 
chocolate waves against the levee, where the surf broke, splashing waist-high against the men, knocking them off-
balance before rolling down to the street. Out on the river, detritus swept past - whole trees, a roof, fence posts, 
upturned boats, the body of a mule. 

And some short passages from The Most Southern Place on Earth by James Cobb, The Blood of Emmitt Till by Timothy 
Tyson, Cotton and Race in the Making of America: The Human Costs of Economic Power by Gene Dattel, and articles 
from The Chicago Defender and articles written by Hodding Carter for the Delta Democrat-Times. 

Now, some more passages from Mississippi writers and writers writing in Mississippi: 



That was all, the convict told them. They left the sawmill fast, he had no time to buy food until they reached the 
next—next landing. There he spent the whole sixteen dollars he had earned and they went on. The River was lower 
now, there was no doubt of it, and sixteen dollars' worth looked like a lot of food and he thought maybe it would 
do, would be enough. But maybe there was more current in the River still than it looked like. But this time it was 
Mississippi, it was cotton; the plow handles felt right to his palms again, the strain and squat of the thick butocks 
against the middle buster's blade was what he knew, even though they paid but a dollar a day here. But that did it. 
He told it: they told him it was Saturday again and paid him and he told about it—night, a smoked lantern in a 
disc of worn and barren earth as smooth as silver, a circle of crouching figures, the importunate murmurs and 
ejaculations, the meagre piles of worn bills beneath the crouching knees, the dotted cubes clicking and scuttering in 
the dust; that did it. "How much did you win?" the second convict said. 
"Enough," the tall one said. 
From Old Man, William Faulkner. 

In the Delta, most of the world seemed sky. The clouds were large, larger than horses or houses, larger than boats 
or churches or gins, larger than anything except the fields the Fairchilds planted. 
From Delta Wedding, Eudora Welty. 

Roy Dale suspected that Mississippi was beautiful. He wasn’t sure. He didn’t have anything to compare it to. He hadn’t 
even ever been out of the Delta. 
From Wolf Whistle, Lewis Nordan. 

The kids who live here have never seen one thing built. They can’t imagine building something themselves. 
From Dispatches from Pluto, Richard Grant. 

Do a close reading of one of the passages above. And let’s consider carefully the quotations written on the board. Does 
understanding of place, of Mississippi, enhance your understanding of the writing? Can you glean as much from these 
passages if you do not understand Mississippi? Can you understand Mississippi if you are not from there? Can you 
understand this place if you are not from here? 

How important is Place to literature? What should we think be thinking about, in regards to place, when we read 
something new? 


